In 1946, s pectrum analysis indicated tha t the outer·electron configuration of normal uranium atoms was 5f" 6d' 7s 2 , with an e ne rgy level designated 5L~ representing the normal state. Now that con· clusion is experimentally verified by the observation of self· reversed lines in uranium spectra emitted by a high·c urrent pulsed arc between metallic electrodes. Fifty·four reversed lines were observed; thirty·eight involve the normal state and sixtee n are distributed among four low metastable states of the same con fi guration.
In 1946, Kiess, Humphreys, and Laun published! a "Preliminary description and analysis of the first spectrum of uranium" in which relative intensities and magnetic splitting of strong lines indicated that the outer·electron configuration of normal uranium atoms was 5f3 6d! 7 S2 with an energy level designated 5L~ representing the ground state. At that time efforts to confirm this conclusion by observing self-reversal in uranium lines emitted by conventional underwater sparks or d-c arcs failed. However, a high-current pulsed arc (75 A peak current) recently developed by Sugar2 produced many absorbed or partially reversed lines in uranium spectra, thus providing for the first time a direct experimental verification of the low energy levels of the uranium atom. Those spectrograms were loaned to me for study.
The observations of self-reversed lines in );lranium spectra cover the region from 3200 to 4400 A in the second order of a concave grating with a reciprocal dispersion of 0.86 A per mm. Spectrograms made in the first order beyond 4100 A did not show self-rever· sals, probably because of insufficient resolving power.
Between 3413.25 and 4393.60 A, fifty·four !V I lines that show self-reversal were identified; about a dozen of these are indicated in reproductions that appear in Sugar's paper. The distribution of reversed and classified V I lines among low energy levels is shown in table L Since 70 percent of these lines involve 5L~ they prove that this is indeed the ground state of neutral uranium; the r emainder verify the reality of four metastable states with low energy. This proof is presented in detail in table 2 which is based mainly upon our 1946 publication (see footnote 1) but includes some additional and revised data. The wavelengths and estimated relative intensities repre· sent our original observations of uranium spectra emitted by a d·c (5 A) arc. The corresponding wavenumbers are taken from a "Table of Wavenumbers". 3 In table 2, the final column displays numerical values of high energy levels (even parity) that combine with the low energy levels (odd parity), symbolized in the preceding column and evaluated in table L In both tables the subscripts represent i-values.
In our first paper (see footnote 1), the relative values of energy levels were given to six figures, ending with one decimal. In 1964 Michele Diringer 4 recalculated the energy levels of V I to seven figures, including two ,decimals, and reported some new ones. In constructing table 2, I have adopted the energy·level values reported by Diringer, plus the following new levels: 27148. 067, 27938.065, 28452.127, and 29036.605 • Although the uran ium wavelengths reported (see footnote 1) in 1946 were limited to six figures, the corresponding wavenumbers were given to seven figures. The same is true in the present paper. Now the average difference between observed and computed wavenumbers in table 2 is less than ± 0.03 K, which correspond § to an average error in wavelength of about ± 0.005 A. Up to the present time no lists of uranium wavelengths of hi gher acc uracy have been published_ My thanks go to Jack Sugar of the National Burea u of Standards who made the uranium spectrograms available to me for the above analysis.
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